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Loving Singapore
Reflecting its commitment to national unity and community bonding, 
Sembcorp Marine sponsored and participated in the National Day Parade 
(NDP) 2012 held on August 9 at the Marina Bay Floating Platform.

 Spectators united in red at the Platform.

 Sembcorp Marine’s senior management and NDP participants joining in the celebrations.

 Taking the Singapore Pledge as one united group. Loving Singapore, Our Home: Cheers from Sembcorp Marine’s NDP contingent.

 Our contingent, our pride.

Besides celebrating Singapore’s 47th year of nation 
building, this year’s parade also marks Sembcorp 
Marine's sixth consecutive participation. More than 50 
colleagues from the Group’s subsidiary yards Jurong 
Shipyard, Sembawang Shipyard, SMoe, PPL Shipyard 
and Jurong SML represented Sembcorp Marine in a 
marching contingent at the Floating Platform, which was 
designed and built by the Group in 2007.

Led by Contingent Commander Jason Ng and Deputy 
Commander r thirumoorthy, the Sembcorp Marine 
contingent marched in clockwork precision during the 
Parade and the City March, a testimony to the months 
of hard work and practice they have put in. Decked in 
smart uniforms along with flags bearing the corporate 
logo, they put up a superb performance, cheered on 
by thousands of spectators who were gathered at the 
Platform and its vicinity to join in the celebrations.
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 A photo for the album with Dr Ng Eng Hen, Minister for Defence.

 Three cheers for Sembcorp Marine!

 Giving their full attention during the briefing.

 Flying Sembcorp Marine's flags high.

 Together with Mr Wong Weng Sun (centre, in white), Sembcorp Marine’s President & CEO.

 Learning from the expert.  Doing the drills.

every successful journey begins with 
a single step. For Sembcorp Marine’s 
NDP 2012 contingent, it began with their 
first training on April 14, 2012. Braving 
the elements, the representatives from 
various departments of the Group’s five 
subsidiary yards continued to practise 
and perfect their drills every Saturday. 
After 17 weeks of training, they were 
finally ready to take the marching journey 
at the Marina Bay Floating Platform for 
the National Day Parade on August 9. 
Well done, Sembcorp Marine’s NDP 
2012 Contingent! thank you for your 
contributions!

Cover Story

 Getting the right hand movements.

Behind the Scenes

 Our first marching drill.

A Tribute to Sembcorp Marine’s NDP 2012 Contingent
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More than 5,000 employees, management, 
union representatives as well as customer 
and contractor partners gathered together 
at Sembcorp Marine’s Corporate office 
Building to celebrate the annual event, 
graced by Guest-of-Honour Dr yaacob 
Ibrahim, Minister for Information, 
Communications and the Arts.

Addressing the Group’s staff and 
partners at the ceremony, Dr yaacob 
Ibrahim commended Sembcorp Marine 
on its achievements and contributions to 

Singapore’s sustained competitiveness 
and growth.

He noted that the Group had successfully 
forged ahead in today’s highly competitive 
environment due to its continuous 
investments in r&D and innovation as well 
as its high standards of workplace health, 
safety, security and environment. 

Mr Wong Weng Sun, Sembcorp Marine’s 
President & Ceo, urged employees and 
contractor partners to be well-prepared 
for the new challenges ahead, with the 
building of the Integrated New yard 
in Singapore and the Brazilian yard at 
Aracruz in the state of espirito Santo.

At the event, winners of Jurong Shipyard’s 
16th Workplace Safety and Health 
(WSH) Innovation Convention were also 
recognised for their efforts in generating 
innovative workplace improvements to 
enhance safety and productivity.

Health, Safety and Environmental Department

Champion: Sollevare 
by SafePro Team 

Winners of Jurong 
Shipyard’s WSH Innovation 

Award 2012

Piping & Outfitting Department

Second: Flanges Splitter 
by Alpha Team

FeAture

Joint Celebration with Tripartite Partners
Marking strong labour relations and union-management cohesiveness, Sembcorp Marine and its subsidiary 
Jurong Shipyard celebrated Singapore’s 47th year of independence together with the SMEEU (Shipbuilding and 
Marine Engineering Employees’ Union) Jurong Shipyard Branch at the National Day Observance Ceremony on 
August 15, 2012.

“Mr Wong Weng Sun’s NTUC’s 
May Day Medal of Commendation 
is indeed testimony of the strong 
union-management partnership 
towards employee welfare and 
development as well as harmonious 
tripartite relations (in Sembcorp 
Marine).” 

Dr Yaacob Ibrahim, 
Minister for Information, Communications 
and the Arts.

 Welcoming Guest-of-Honour Dr Yaacob Ibrahim,  
 Minister for Information, Communications and the Arts.

 Dr Yaacob Ibrahim addressing the Group’s employees  
 and partners.

 Joining in the celebrations.

 Together with key representatives from Sembcorp Marine, Jurong Shipyard and SMEEU Jurong Shipyard branch.

Third: Cable Drum T-Lifter
by SPOT Team

Jurong Electrical Automation
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Capable of operating 
at 10,000 feet 
water depth and 
drilling to depths 
of 40,000 feet, the 
drillships will have 
a c c o m m o d a t i o n 
facilities for 180 
crew. In addition, 
each vessel will 
feature state-of-the-
art drilling facilities, 
a larger deck area, efficient deck arrangement and a huge 
moon pool for enhanced drilling operations as well as dynamic 
positioning class 3 capabilities and superior motion.

Mr Wong Weng Sun, Sembcorp Marine’s President & Ceo, 
said: “We like to thank Sete Brasil for their continued 
confidence in our design and capabilities and for selecting 
us to be a key partner to spearhead Brazil’s drillship building 
programme. the series of orders will also provide greater 
impetus for us to accelerate our shipyard building programme 
in Brazil.”

yArD NeWS

Jurong’s Subsidiary Wins US$674M FPSO Contract
Sembcorp Marine’s subsidiary Jurong do Brasil Prestação de Serviços Ltda (JDB) has won a contract worth 
US$674 million from Tupi B.V. in August 2012 for the fabrication and integration of eight modules for two 
Floating Production Storage and Offloading vessels (FPSO) P-68 and P-71.

tupi B.v. – a consortium owned by majority shareholder Petrobras 
Netherlands B.v., together with BG overseas Holdings Ltd and 
Galp energia e&P B.v. – has also secured a similar contract 
option to construct and integrate four modules for a FPSo to be 
exercised within 18 months of the contract signing. 

the Group’s Brazilian subsidiary estaleiro Jurong Aracruz will 
undertake the fabrication and integration of four modules each 
for the P-68 and P-71. the two FPSos are expected to be 
completed in 60 months and will be deployed in the tupi field 
offshore Brazil. each vessel will have a production capacity of 
150,000 barrels of oil per day.

Mr Martin Cheah, President of Jurong do Brasil and 
Country Head in charge of Latin America, said: “Jurong 
Shipyard, the parent company of Jurong do Brasil, is a 
key player in the Brazilian oil and Gas market and has to-
date delivered 12 FPSo/FSo/FPu projects to Petrobras. 
Jurong is proud to be recognised by Petrobras as their key 
partner and to be entrusted the fabrication and integration 
of these high-specification FPSos which will operate in 
the highly challenging deep pre-salt fields, even though  
our shipyard estaleiro Jurong Aracruz is still in its early phase  
of construction.”

Sete Brasil Awards US$4.032B Drillship Contracts
Sembcorp Marine, through Jurong Offshore Pte Ltd’s wholly-owned subsidiaries, has won approximately US$4,032 
million worth of contracts from Sete Brasil Participações S.A. (Sete Brasil) in August 2012 for the design and 
construction of five drillships based on Jurong Shipyard’s proprietary Jurong Espadon drillship design.

earlier in February 2012, Sembcorp Marine’s Brazilian shipyard 
estaleiro Jurong Aracruz had secured a uS$792.5 million 
contract from Guarapari Drilling B.v., Netherlands, a subsidiary 
of Sete Brasil, to build one drillship based on the same design. 
to be progressively delivered between the second quarter 
of 2015 and the second quarter of 2019, the six vessels will 
be among the first in a series of drillships to be built in Brazil 
to cater to the oil and gas discoveries in Brazil’s offshore 
Santos Basin. upon delivery, the drillships will be chartered 
to Petrobras for 15 years; with three being operated by odfjell 
and the other three by Seadrill.

“We are counting on Jurong 
Shipyard to be a vital partner in 
making the drillship programme a 
success for our company and our 
country.” 

Mr Jose Carlos Ferraz, 
Sete Brasil’s Chief Executive 
Officer.

 The six drillships will be built based on Jurong Shipyard’s proprietary Jurong  
 Espadon drillship design.
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yArD NeWS

the christening of FPSo Cidade de Itajai was presided by Lady 
Sponsor Liss Marian Myklebostad, the wife of Mr Arvid Skaar, 
Project Director, in the presence of representatives from Jurong 
Shipyard and ooGtK. Converted from the Aframax tanker  
Arc II, the vessel is capable of producing 80,000 barrels per day 
of oil. upon completion, FPSo Cidade de Itajai will be operated 
by ooGtK and chartered to Petrobras for deployment at the 
tiro and Sidon field, offshore Brazil.

Jurong Shipyard’s work scope on FPSo Cidade de Itajai 
involved  detailed engineering, procurement, refurbishment and 
life extension, installation and integration of 16 topside modules, 

Blessing of FPSO Cidade de Itajai 
Jurong Shipyard and OOG-TKP FPSO GmbH & Co KG (OOGTK) jointly celebrated the official naming of the Floating 
Production Storage and Offloading vessel – FPSO Cidade de Itajai – on July 21, 2012.

 Management representatives from Jurong Shipyard and OOGTK heralding a key  
 milestone – Lady Sponsor Liss Marian Myklebostad (sixth from left) together  
 with Mr Wang Zijian (fourth from left), Jurong Shipyard’s Executive Director,  
 Mr Arne Bye (fifth from left), OOGTK’s Steering Committee Member, Mr Arvid Skaar  
 (sixth from right), OOGTK’s Project Director, and Mr Jorge Mitidieri (fifth from right),  
 OOG’s Executive Vice President.

 FPSO Cidade de Itajai was converted from the Aframax tanker Arc II.

Diamond Offshore Awards US$135M Contract 
Jurong Shipyard has clinched a US$135 million contract for the Ocean Apex Project from Diamond Offshore 
Drilling in August 2012.

to be constructed using the hull from an existing Diamond offshore rig, 
the deepwater semi-submersible unit ocean Apex will be able to operate in 
water depths of up to 6,000 feet. Due for delivery in the second quarter of 
2014, it will also feature a variable deck load of 7,000 long tonnes, maximum 
hook-load capacity of two million pounds, crew quarters capacity for 140 
personnel, and a very large deck space.

Mr Wong Weng Sun, Sembcorp Marine’s President and Ceo, commented: 
“We are heartened by Diamond offshore’s trust and confidence in our 
capabilities and will continue to build on this strong partnership and synergy 
going forward.”

“We are pleased to have entered into this 
agreement with Jurong Shipyard to enhance 
our deepwater rig fleet with this high profile 
project.” 

Mr John Vecchio, 
Diamond Offshore’s Executive Vice President.

 Memento presentation to mark the joyous occasion.

 VIPs onboard the FPSO.

setting up of spread mooring and power generation systems, 
accommodation upgrading as well as extensive piping and 
electrical cabling works. 
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SHIP rePAIrS

Thorstream Sparkles Eternal Confidence 
Shines 

 In top form.

The 29,905 dwt Eternal Confidence belonging to 
Daiichi Chuo Marine Co. Ltd called at Jurong Shipyard 
in July to take on a series of drydocking repairs.

As part of the bulk carrier’s maintenance schedule, her sea 
chest and chain locker were cleaned while her hatch cover 
hinge pin was renewed. After deck crane load testing and hull 
painting works, the 170.70m x 27.0m x 13.80m bulk carrier 
left in July for her next destination.  At the dock for repairs.   

Sailing into Jurong Shipyard in July 2012, the 
184.70m x 25.30m x 13.50m Thorstream checked 
in for a rejuvenating stay before leaving in the 
same month.

owned by tDSC opportunity AS, the 1,730 teu 
containership received overhauling works on her main 
engine air coolers, propeller shaft and shaft seals as well 
as renewed her hull anodes and engine room pipes. In 
addition to repairs on the cargo crane sheaves and hatch 
covers, the vessel also had her cargo-hold blasted and 
painted prior to departure.

Visit by Setagawa Kou-Ei in Good Shape 

 All set to go.

Three years after her last visit in 2009, Kou-Ei, a 
279,999 dwt crude oil tanker managed by Kyoei 
Tanker Co. Ltd, returned to Jurong Shipyard for her 
repairs from June to July 2012. 

the maintenance programme on the vessel measuring  
330.0m x 60.04m x 28.90m included installation of hull 
anodes, the Bridge Navigational Watch Alarm System and 
water ballast tank anodes. Before the completion of cleaning 
and painting works, wire renewal of life boat and rescue boat, 
overhaul of pipes and sea valves, tailshaft wear-down as well 
as rudder clearance were also performed on the vessel.  Getting ready for her overhaul.

Setagawa, a 299,998 dwt product tanker owned 
by "K" Line Ship Management Co. Ltd, made her 
way to Jurong Shipyard for scheduled repairs in 
July 2012.

the work scope for Setagawa, with dimensions 330.0m x 
60.04m x 29.0m, included overhaul of valves and pumps, 
survey on main engine bearing, repairs on the main engine 
components, removal and refits of key parts for inspection 
as well as renewal of windlass brake lining. After receiving 
high-pressure washing and propeller polishing, the tanker 
left the yard in the same month to continue her duties.
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BM Bonaza on the Go 

 Looking refreshed and recharged.

BM Bonaza, a 105,614 dwt tanker owned by Doun 
Kisen Co. Ltd (Japan), was ushered into the docks 
of Jurong Shipyard as soon as she arrived in July 
2012.

the repair package for the 239.0m x 42.03m x 21.30m BM 
Bonaza included engine room piping renewal, installation 
of pressure sensors for cargo oil tanks and slop tanks, 
overhaul of pressure/vacuum valves as well as inspection 
on main engine bearings. Decked out with fresh paint after 
hull blasting works, the vessel departed the yard in July.

Renewing Reference 
Point 

 Adding finishing touches.

Jurong Shipyard took care of the 48,980 dwt 
Reference Point, a LPG tanker owned by Petredec 
Services, when she visited the yard in the month of 
July 2012 for repair and maintenance works.

As part of the repair operation, the tanker, which measures 
230.0m x 36.64m x 20.40m, went through major steelworks 
on her tanks, funnel deck and chain lockers. All mounting and 
safety valves were overhauled while the main deck outfitting 
jobs were carried out. the vessel also received shipside grit 
blasting before resuming her course in August.

Nueva Esperanza 
Rising 

 A renewed Nueva Esperanza.

Jurong Shipyard welcomed back the 50,900 dwt 
Nueva Esperanza as she docked at the yard between 
June and July 2012, following her last visit in 2007.

Apart from routine repairs on the 189.99m x 32.26m x 
16.67m bulk carrier owned by Fafalios Shipping SA, the 
yard team also installed outfittings and a new Marine Gas oil 
tank, overhauled pumps and motors as well as performed 
cargo hold blasting and painting. 

SHIP rePAIrS

Powering MOL Komati 

 MOL Komati raring to go.

Jurong Shipyard hosted MOL Komati, a 1,794 
TEU containership belonging to Bernhard Schulte 
Shipmanagement (China), during her short stay in 
August 2012.

Measuring 179.72m x 27.65m x 15.90m, the vessel underwent 
routine underwater and engine room repairs followed by 
motor overhaul prior to her departure in the same month.
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 Key representatives from PPL Shipyard, Atwood Oceanics and Salamander Energy at  
 Atwood Mako’s christening ceremony.

 A joyous moment for all at the naming event of Atwood Manta.

SCM : ArouND tHe yArDS

Two Noble Milestones

Triple Joy for Atwood's PC400 Jack-ups
Atwood Oceanics and PPL Shipyard celebrated the delivery, naming and launching of three proprietary Pacific 
Class 400 jack-up rigs in August 2012.

PPL Shipyard marked the successful delivery of Atwood 
oceanics’ first Pacific Class 400 jack-up rig – Atwood Mako – on 
August 15 for its deployment offshore thailand under a charter 
with Salamander energy. the rig was earlier christened in an 
official naming ceremony on August 3 presided by Lady Sponsor 
Mrs Paulina Buck, wife of Mr Mike Buck, Salamander energy’s 
Chief operating officer. 

the two units are from a line-up of six jack-ups that Noble has ordered based on the F&G Ju3000N design, the brainchild of Jurong 
Shipyard, Noble and rig designer F&G. on completion, these high-specification rigs will be capable of drilling to depths of 35,000 
feet whilst operating in waters of 400 feet.

Key representatives from Noble Corporation and Jurong Shipyard witnessed the strike-steel of  
Noble’s fourth Friede & Goldman (F&G) JU3000N jack-up rig and marked the keel-laying of the second 
JU3000N jack-up rig in August 2012.

 Noble, Jurong Shipyard and ABS representatives celebrating the strike-steel.

Striking Start for Noble Sam Turner 
Another production milestone was achieved in Jurong Shipyard 
on August 1 with the steel striking of Noble’s fourth Ju3000N 
jack-up drilling unit – Noble Sam turner. Besides commemorating 
the rig’s construction commencement, the event also served 
as a platform for active discussion and the forging of closer 
relationships between project team members.

Keel-laying of Noble Mick O’Brien 
Five days after the strike-steel of Noble Sam turner, a keel-laying 
ceremony was held on August 6, 2012 to officially celebrate 
another milestone in the construction of Noble’s second 
Ju3000N design jack-up rig – the Noble Mick o’Brien. the 
event was attended by key representatives from Noble as well 
as Jurong Shipyard’s management and project team members.

 Marking the significant keel-laying milestone.

on August 4, the significant naming occasion of Atwood 
oceanics' second Pacific Class 400 jack-up rig Atwood Manta 
was witnessed by Lady Sponsor Mrs Charlotte Smith, wife of 
Mr Barry Smith, Atwood oceanics’ vice President of technical 
Services, in the presence of representatives from Atwood 
oceanics, Sembcorp Marine and PPL Shipyard.

August 3 also saw the launching of Atwood orca,  
Atwood oceanics’ third Pacific Class 400 jack-up rig. equipped with 
significant offline handling features, each of the three rigs will be 
capable of drilling at 30,000 feet whilst operating in 400 feet of water.
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SCM : ArouND tHe yArDS

Minister Visits Brazil Yard

the distinguished visitors met up with management and staff at 
estaleiro Jurong Aracruz’s office in rio de Janeiro to learn more 
about the yard’s developments.

 Commemorating the visit: Mr Lui Tuck Yew (second row, fourth from right), Minister  
 for Transport, together with the members of the Singapore delegation as well as  
 management and staff from Jurong Shipyard and Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz.

Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz played host to Mr Lui Tuck Yew, Minister for Transport, as well as a delegation from 
Singapore during their official visit to Brazil on August 2, 2012.

SMOE’s subsidiary PT SMOE Indonesia and its consortium partner PT Rajawali Swiber Cakrawala marked 
the construction commencement of Premier Oil Natuna Sea’s Naga and Pelikan Project with a strike-steel 
ceremony at PT SMOE’s Batam yard on July 12, 2012.

Naga and Pelikan Project Strikes Steel 

Scheduled for delivery by September 2013, the scope of work 
by Pt SMoe involves the engineering design, procurement, 
construction, offshore hook-up and commissioning of two 
Wellhead Platforms as well as modification works on the 
project’s existing Central Processing Platform. Pt rajawali 
Swiber Cakrawala is responsible for the engineering and laying 
of the two sub-sea pipelines as well as the transportation and 
installation of the two platforms.

Another Chapter for Zawtika Project 
Working in steady progress towards project sail-away in September 2013, the yard team at SMOE completed 
several key construction milestones for PTTEPI’s Zawtika Project in August 2012.

August 9 saw the successful lifting and stack-up of the main deck 
of the 15,000 metric-tonne topside. this was followed by the 
stacking of the mezzanine deck on August 26 and the mounting 
of the upper deck on August 29. upon project completion, the 
topside deck as well as other components of the Integrated 
Platform will be installed in Block M9 at the Andaman Sea, 
offshore Myanmar.

 A dance performance to mark the significant steel-cutting event.

 Upper deck mounting of the Zawtika Project’s Integrated Platform.

 Sharing insights with the delegation.
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SCM : NeWS

Sembcorp Marine reported a net profit of $143 million in the second quarter of 2012, 5% lower from a year ago, 
due mainly to the timing in recognition of projects, the number of projects that achieved initial recognition as 
well as the value and design of the rig building projects.

Second Quarter 2012 Net Profit at $143 Million 

turnover at $1,217 million in 2Q 2012 was 46% higher as 
compared to $831 million in 2Q 2011 due to the progressive 
recognition of projects. In particular, turnover from the rig building 
sector rose 66% from $400 million in 2Q 2011 to $664 million. 
the ship conversion and offshore segment turned in $364 million 
in revenue, 41% more year on year from $259 million. turnover 
for the ship repair sector in 2Q 2012 at $179 million was 9% 
higher as compared with the corresponding period in 2011.

Outlook Highlights 
•	 Net	order	book	of	$6.6	billion	with	

completion and deliveries till 2Q 
2015

•	 Fundamentals	 for	 offshore	 oil	 and	
gas activities remain intact with 
demand for technically advanced, 
versatile and efficient rigs in shallow 
and deepwater drilling segment

•	 Continued growth expected for 
deepwater rigs given tight supply

•	 Strong	demand	expected	for	floating	
platforms and FPSos as more 
discoveries move into development 
phase

•	 Continued	 demand	 for	 repair	 and	
upgrading from LNG carriers, cruise 
ships and offshore vessels 

 Analyst and media briefing in progress.

 Sharing insights with stakeholders at the event.

Group operating profit at $160 million in 2Q 2012 was 1% higher 
as compared with $159 million in 2Q 2011. At pre-tax level, 
Group profit increased 2% from $181 million to $184 million in 
2Q 2012. the Board of Directors has proposed a one-tier tax 
exempt interim dividend of five cents per share to be paid on 31 
August 2012. this represents a payout ratio of 41% in 1H 2012 
as compared with 35% in 1H 2011.

 Financial Highlights
        year

description
($’m)

2Q 2012 2Q 2011 % 
change 1h 2012 1h 2011 % 

change

turnover 1,217 831 46 2,160 1,660 30
Gross Profit 196 197 (1) 353 392   (10)
eBItDA 181 179 1 322 366   (12)
operating Profit 160 159 1 280 325 (14)
Pre-tax Profit 184 181 2 328 361 (9)
Net Profit 143 150 (5) 256 300   (15)
ePS, basic (cents) 6.84 7.20 (5) 12.27 14.45   (15)
NAv (cents)       108.56      105.57    3

turnover ($’m) 2Q 2012 2Q 2011 % 
change 1h 2012 1h 2011 % 

change
Ship repair 179 165    9 322 310    4
rig Building 664 400 66 1,058 718 47
Ship Conversion/offshore 364 259 41 765 615 24
others    10    8  13 15 17   (13)
total 1,217 831 46 2,160 1,660 30

 Turnover by Sectors
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Annual Report Oscar

recognised for its high corporate disclosure standards, 
Sembcorp Marine received the Silver Award for the Best 
Annual report 2012 for firms with market capitalisation 
of $1 billion or more during the 7th Singapore Corporate 
Awards held at ritz-Carlton Millenia on July 17.

Dubbed as the “oscars” of Singapore’s corporate world, 
the annual awards event is organised by the Business 
times and supported by the 
Singapore exchange. More 
than 600 business executives 
were present at the awards 
ceremony, graced by Guest-of-
Honour President tony tan.

the Best Annual report 
Award recognises high 
standards in the disclosure 
and presentation of annual 
reports beyond the minimum 
regulatory requirements. 
Companies are evaluated 
on the quality of information 
provided on their financial 
position, operations, 
governance, investor relations 
and social responsibilities 
as well as the attractiveness 
and clarity of information 
presented.

HAPPeNINGSSCM : NeWS

 Ms Judy Han, Sembcorp Marine’s Senior Vice President of Investor Relations  
 & Communications, receiving the Best Annual Report Award (Silver) from  
 Mr Kevin Kwok (first on left), Chairman of the Annual Report Award judging  
 panel, and Mr Alan Chan, Singapore Press Holdings’ CEO.

Distinguished for its high standards of business excellence 
and steadfast commitment to corporate social responsibility, 
Sembcorp Marine was the sole recipient of the top Honours 
distinction for the Sustainable Business Award (enterprise 
category) at the Singapore Sustainability Awards Ceremony 
organised by the Singapore Business Federation on  
July 3, 2012.

Sembcorp Marine clinched two prestigious accolades – Sustainable Business Award (Top Honours) and Best 
Annual Report Award (Silver) – in the month of July 2012, in recognition for its excellence in sustainability and 
corporate transparency.

 Mr S Iswaran (first from left), Minister, Prime Minister's Office, Second Minister  
 for Home Affairs and Second Minister for Trade and Industry, presenting the  
 Sustainable Business Award (Top Honours) to Mr Tan Cheng Tat (centre), 
 Sembcorp Marine’s Chief Financial Officer, witnessed by Mr Ho Meng Kit,  
 Singapore Business Federation’s CEO.

Leader in Sustainability

Winning Awards

 Sembcorp Marine was awarded  
 Top Honours distinction for  
 the Sustainable  Business Award  
 (Enterprise category).

the event, which recognises 
sustainable business practices and 
green solutions of Singaporean 
companies, was held at the Sands  
Grand Ballroom at Marina 
Bay Sands and graced by  
Guest-of-Honour Mr S Iswaran, 
Minister, Prime Minister’s office, 
Second Minister for Home Affairs 
and Second Minister for trade and 
Industry. Sembcorp Marine was 
selected for the award based on 
its sustainable business practices, 
pro-environment operation, 
corporate responsibility and 
innovation by an independent 
panel of judges comprising Ie 
Singapore, KPMG Advisory LLP, 
National university of Singapore, 
Singapore Compact for CSr, 
SPrING Singapore and Singapore 
Business Federation.

 Sembcorp Marine – Winner of  
 Best Annual Report Award (Silver). 
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Reaping Safety Rewards

Graced by Brigadier-General (NS) tan Chuan-Jin, Acting Minister for Manpower and Senior Minister of State for National 
Development, the awards ceremony was co-organised by the WSH Council and the Ministry of Manpower to recognise 
organisations and individuals for upholding exemplary safety and health standards at their workplaces.

Committed to excellence in workplace safety and health (WSH), Sembcorp Marine and its five subsidiary yards 
garnered a total of 18 safety accolades at the annual WSH Awards 2012 held at the Fairmont Singapore on July 17. 

WSH Officer Awards
winner: Mr Tan Joo Jin, PPL Shipyard’s Assistant 
HSE Manager
Conferred by WSH Council 
for his experience in mitigating 
HSe risks at work and his 
passion for safety excellence.

WSH Awards for Supervisors
winner: Mr Richard Low Keng Fatt,
PPL Shipyard’s Senior Foreman
Awarded for being a role model to his 
workers and for his dedication in ensuring 
their safety. 

WSH Innovation Awards
winners: Two projects from Jurong Shipyard – 
Zero Dust Emission Tank Blasting (HP3 team) and 
Innovative Hydraulic Cable Drum Jack (SPOT team) 
Honoured for their innovative solutions in reducing potential 
safety hazards in the workplace.

PPL Shipyard 
•	 Atwood	Mako
•	 PPL	Tuas	Yard	–	Rig	

Building
•	 Special	Construction	

Fabrication Workshop
•	 Transocean	Honor	

SMOE 
•	 Ekofisk	2/4L	

Accommodation Platform 
topsides and Bridges 
Project

WSH Performance Awards (Safety and Health 
Award Recognition for Projects – SHARP)
Presented with 11 SHArP awards in recognition of the projects’ 
excellent safety performance. 

Jurong Shipyard 
•	 Atwood	Condor
•	 FPSO	Cidade	de	ltajai
•	 Nusantara	Regas	Satu
•	 West	Capricorn
•	 West	Leo

Sembawang Shipyard 
•	 McDermott	Derrick	

Barge No. 50

WSH Performance Awards
Silver award winners: Jurong SML (Benoi), 
Jurong SML (Tuas) and PPL Shipyard
National recognition for the yards’ distinguished performance 
in health, safety and environmental (HSe) practices through 
implementing sound safety and health management 
processes.

SCM : NeWS

 Thumbs up to Sembcorp Marine’s safety accolades!
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Mr Wong Weng Sun, Sembcorp Marine’s President & Ceo and 
Jurong Shipyard’s Managing Director, hosted the visitors from 
MoM together with management representatives from Sembcorp 
Marine and Jurong Shipyard. the high-level delegation was given 
a presentation on the making of the new yard with highlights on 
the various milestones achieved to date, before going on a tour 
around the yard for a first-hand view. 

Visit to the New Yard
Sembcorp Marine warmly welcomed a group of senior officials from the Ministry of Manpower (MOM) when they 
visited the Integrated New Yard at Tuas View Extension on August 17, 2012 to gain insights into the progress and 
development of the shipyard’s infrastructure.

HAPPeNINGS

 A friendly exchange on the new yard development with the senior  
 MOM officials.

 Mr Wong Weng Sun, Sembcorp Marine’s President  
 & CEO, speaking to the NUS Engineering Graduating  
 Class of 2012.

From University to Real World

Making Connections at PT SMOE
SMOE subsidiary PT SMOE Indonesia welcomed two groups of visitors 
when they visited the Batam yard in July and August 2012.

Welcoming Petronas 
A delegation from Petronas led by Mr Ahmad radzi bin osman, General Manager of 
Group Supply Chain Management, was in the yard on August 9 to learn more about 
Pt SMoe’s capabilities. As part of the day’s highlights, insightful presentations 
provided delegates an overview of the yard’s core operations. Following that, the 
visitors were also taken on a guided tour around the yard’s facilities. 

Guests from IE 
the Batam yard hosted a group of visitors from International enterprise Singapore 
on July 24. Apart from the corporate presentation by Mr Norman Chew, Pt SMoe 
Indonesia’s General Manager, the entourage also gained a better understanding of 
the yard’s facilities and ongoing operations. 

 A group shot to commemorate Petronas’ visit to PT SMOE.

 Marking a fruitful visit by IE Singapore delegates.

At the ceremony presided by NuS President Professor tan Chorh Chuan, Mr Wong 
encouraged the graduating students to be hands-on in their learning, to adopt an open 
mindset that welcomes change and to embrace the spirit of continuous improvement 
for success in this knowledge-intensive economy. He also advised the graduands  
to focus on building broad-based skills and all-round capabilities, while maintaining 
strong relationships with family and friends, to excel in both their professional and 
personal lives. 

Mr Wong was among the few distinguished guest speakers invited to the engineering 
School’s commencement ceremonies between July 11 and 13, during which some 
2,700 graduands were conferred their Bachelors’, Master’s and Doctoral degrees.

“I hear, I forget. I see, I remember. I do, I understand.” Mr Wong Weng Sun, Sembcorp Marine’s President and 
CEO, quoted this famous Chinese proverb by Confucius when he shared words of advice and strategies for 
success as a guest speaker at a Commencement Ceremony for Engineering School graduands of the National 
University of Singapore (NUS) on July 11, 2012.
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HAPPeNINGS

Serving up a Storm
Amid the Olympics fever, the spirit of competition blazed strong in Jurong Shipyard as 100 employees, 
comprising 47 teams and 11 players, vied for top honours in a series of tournaments held from June to July as 
part of the yard’s Badminton Championship 2012.

After four exciting qualifying rounds, it was down to the 
top two teams from each of the three categories – Men’s 
Single, Men’s Doubles and Mixed Doubles – at the final 
showdown held on July 13 at Jurong West Stadium Sports 
Hall. the evening was a showcase of skills, stamina and 
strength as the shuttlers put up a tough fight to win the 
top positions. All in all, it was certainly a refreshing break 
from work and an excellent opportunity to keep fit.

Taking a Fresh Look
Employees from Jurong Shipyard learnt about the importance of 
eyecare during two health workshops organised jointly by the yard and 
JurongHealth on July 26 and August 16, 2012 respectively. 

During the first workshop on contact lens care, participants gained insights into the 
different types of lens available as well as tips on maintaining lens care and hygiene 
while staff who attended the second talk on eye degeneration were made aware of some 
common eye problems that are related to ageing and the importance of having regular 
eye checks.

 All eyes on how to protect one’s vision.

Safety Innovations at JSML
In fostering a strong innovation culture at Jurong SML, several teams 
were honoured for their efforts in innovating work processes for safety 
and productivity during the final round of the yard’s Workplace Safety & 
Health Innovation Competition on July 18, 2012.

the winning projects were chosen based on their 
effectiveness in raising safety excellence and 
productivity. taking the first prize was the oil Leak 
Arrestor project from Sea Horse team which features 
a unique safety device designed to curb the spreading 
of oil spillage once an oil leak or spill is detected. Smart 
earthing System from the Safety eagles team and the 
Portable Grit Blasting room project from Safe & Save 
team were also recognised as the first and second 
runner-ups respectively.  Winners of the Workplace Safety and Health Innovation Competition together with  

 Mr Freddie Woo, Jurong SML’s management as well as the panel of judges.

 Opening speech by Mr Freddie Woo, Jurong SML’s  
 Executive Director.

 Giving their best shot for the Mixed Doubles’ title.

Winners’ Tally

Men’s Singles Open
First: tan yang ee (DN)
Second: Bernard Ng Ka Jun (PM)
Third: Jonathan yeap (HSe)

Mixed Doubles Open
First: Michelle Leong Kit yin (DN) & Lim Wei How (DN)
Second: Kiw Chee Siam (MF) & Doris tee yee yan (MIS)
Third: Soong Pei Hsing (PD) & Low Wooi Song (PM)

Men’s Doubles Open
First: Low Chun yuen (DN) & tan yang ee (DN)
Second: Lim Wei How (DN) & Jonathan yeap (HSe)
Third: Sia Bong Kun (PM) & Bernard Ng Ka Jun (PM)

Departments: DN – Engineering; PM – Project Management; HSE – Health, Safety and Environmental; 

 MIS – Management Information Systems; MF – Machinery Fitting
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Gifts of Hope

In support of the Gift of Hope project organised by NeA, about 
80 employees from Sembcorp Marine and subsidiaries Jurong 
Shipyard, Sembawang Shipyard and JPL Industries put their 
green fingers to good use by making terrariums at a workshop 
on July 13, 2012.

A total of 1,324 terrariums made by NeA and its corporate sponsors, 
including Sembcorp Marine, were gifted to every child with cancer 
under the care of CCF. these terrariums, which were on display at 
NeA's Charity run on July 22, set a new record in the Singapore 
Book of records.

 Ms Grace Fu (third from right), Minister, Prime Minister’s Office, Second Minister for  
 the Environment and Water Resources and Second Minister for Foreign Affairs,  
 together with senior management and staff from Sembcorp Marine and JPL Industries.

HAPPeNINGS
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Run for Charity
It was a beautiful morning at the Marina Barrage and the Gardens 
by the Bay on July 22 as employees from Sembcorp Marine 
and subsidiary JPL Industries joined 2,000 other participants in 
NeA’s 10th Anniversary Charity run. 

While some staff ran the 10km scenic route along the Gardens 
by the Bay, the others opted for a free-and-easy 1km walk which 
brought them around the new landscape. During the event, 
JPL Industries also took the opportunity to showcase its green 
copper slag recycling process at the mini-exhibition organised 
for corporate sponsors. All in all, the event was a success and 
helped raise a total of $462,587 for CCF.

A Green and Good Cause
Committed to corporate responsibility and  
environmental care, Sembcorp Marine and subsidiaries 
JPL Industries and Sembawang Shipyard sponsored 
and participated in the National Environmental 
Agency’s (NEA) 10th Anniversary Charity Run and the 
Gift of Hope events in aid of the Children’s Cancer 
Foundation (CCF) in July 2012.

 Sembcorp Marine participants getting ready to run.

 Guest-of-Honour Dr Vivian Balakrishnan, Minister for the Environment and Water  
 Resources, presenting a token terrarium to Mr Lee Yeok Hoon, JPL Industries’ Chairman  
 and Director, in appreciation of the company’s sponsorship.

 Making a bald statement for charity.

 Terrarium gifts from Jurong Shipyard staff.

Hair for Hope

responding to the call to raise 
funds for children with cancer, 
Mr Joseph Sewi from Sembcorp 
Marine's Internal Audit 
department made a bold move 
to shave his hair as part of CCF's 
Hair for Hope charity project. 
With the strong support of his 
family, friends and colleagues, 
a total of $1,566 was raised 
towards this meaningful cause. 


